Enhance and Protect Portfolio Returns: A Dynamic Put Spread Optimization
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to structure and optimize a dynamic put spread strategy to build an enhancement and protection portfolio. To implement the investment strategy a short put option acting as enhancement and a long put option providing protection are combined: the resulting put spread is modeled, thus assuming a dynamic configuration, depending on market conditions. The investment parameters and objectives are then translated into a proper optimization algorithm. The optimization procedure is implemented and backtested on S&P500 Index as the underlying asset, and it shows that the algorithm actually results in an optimal configuration of the final put spread. The backtest additionally exhibits that the optimized strategy provides an overall over-performance with respect to the underlying asset. The paper presents a novel approach when implementing put spread strategy to enhance and protect portfolio by explicitly modeling the implied volatility and volatility skew, and dynamically adjusting the portfolio depending on market conditions.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this study is to structure and optimize an enhancement and protection strategy. The solution commonly identified in the literature on equity portfolio enhancement is the employment of covered call strategies as a tool to increase the risk-adjusted return of an equity portfolio (Diaz & Kwon, 2019; He et al., 2015).

Among others, Hill et al. (2006) showed that the static covered index approach represented by the BXM (CBOE S&P 500 Buy-Write Index), over-performs the underlying asset in low volatility environments and bear markets (on the same index, see discussion by Feldman and Roy (2005); Whaley (2002); on a different benchmark, see extensive applications by Costa et al. (2018); Kapadia and Szado (2007); Natter (2018). The same strategy (constituted by a long SPX - S&P Index - position and a short at-the-money call) instead underperforms in high volatility environments.

Starting from the consideration that BXM outperforms on average the underlying and the performance depends on market conditions, then an alternative approach would be able to provide even more attractive risk-return trade-off than the BXM strategy proposed by Hill et al. (2006). This paper suggests a dynamic put spread solution to adjust strike prices of the options included in the portfolio to take into account the volatility environment. The components through which the final strategy is developed consist of a short put option and a long put option on the same underlying asset (i.e. an equity security), with the same time-to-maturity, but different strike prices.

More in detail, after the hint by Moreira and Muir (2017), the approach here proposed adds to the enhanced portfolio a protective tool to reduce the risk associated with the portfolio when volatility is high (on the issue, see also Cederburg et al., 2019). The strategy differs from the typically implemented long position on the underlying bought at low cost. Differently than Moreira and Muir (2017), who maintain that an optimal portfolio could be the combination of a buy-and-hold portfolio with a managed volatility portfolio, the approach of this study is to substitute the buy-and-hold component with an enhancement tool.
In addition, the strategy built with our optimization algorithm is able to overcome the high cost of the protective put approach described by Israelov and Nielsen (2015). Moreover, the strategy here proposed also overcomes the issue of the underperformance of the collar strategy (see Israelov & Klein, 2016; Israelov & Nielsen, 2015). This paper in fact does not implement a typical collar, but using a dynamic optimization approach, it synthetically replicates the covered call through a short put option, whose optimal strike prices are individuated taking into account the volatility environment. The development of the strategy and the optimization process builds on the modelling procedure of the volatility skew as in De Giuli et al. (2019) and on the consideration of the strategic importance of volatility when building optimal portfolios (Dachraoui, 2018; Dopfel & Ramkumar, 2013; Fallon et al., 2015; Fleming et al., 2001; Gron et al., 2011; Harvey et al., 2018; He et al., 2015; Polasek & Pojarlev, 2004).

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the methodology, comprising the strategy, the optimization procedure and the data; section 3 discusses the results; and the last section concludes.

2. Methodology

To reach the investors objective of enhancement and protection, a short put and a long put are used to build a strategy. The options have the same time-to-maturity but different strike prices. The put spread, resulting from the combination of the short put option and the long put option, could potentially configure as a bull put spread or as a bear put spread, depending on the relationship between the different strike prices characterizing the options. Given the enhancement objective, a bull put spread is selected, as it allows receiving a premium from the short put option that is higher than the premium paid for the long put option.

The optimization process for the definition of the final strategy depends on some parameters observed on markets and finally resulting in the optimization on variables selection represented by the strike prices of the put options used within the strategy. More in detail, the starting point for the analysis and the key element to unfold the optimization model are to be found in the implied volatility. A fundamental step in the proposed optimization process consists of exploiting and explicitly modelling the volatility skew. Starting from the relationship between the convexity of the volatility skew and the at-the-money implied volatility, the model selects the optimal strike prices to maximize the probability-weighted portfolio return.

The goodness of the algorithm is validated through a backtesting procedure on the S&P500 Index, chosen as underlying asset.

2.1 Optimization

The target of the optimization problem here proposed is the probability-weighted maximum possible return for the portfolio strategy, thus including profit maximization and loss minimization concepts, whose specific components are represented in Figure 1.

A commonly used method to achieve this objective is based on the normal cumulative distribution function for returns that however requires to estimate their expected values. However, in this setting the use of the delta is the most immediate solution, as it actually exactly represents the probability of interest. Moreover, the optimization algorithm proposed is independent on the expected return of the underlying asset and this further justifies the use of delta.

![Figure 1. Maximum profit and loss, and respective probabilities computation](image)

The expected volatility from market quotations is the starting point parameter and it is specifically represented by the at-the-money implied volatility. The optimization process then collects the expectations on the underlying asset volatility over the upcoming month from the starting date, and then proceeds searching the optimal strike price combination to set up the strategy according to the enhancement and protection goals.
2.2 Data
The options referred to and used within this study are all European style options on the S&P 500 Index with one-month time-to expiry (SPX options traditional).

The dataset used to derive the volatility skew model collects historical implied volatilities, recorded weekly on a period ranging between January 7, 2011 to November 3, 2017, and corresponding to the following strike prices: 75%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 97.5%, 100%, 102.5%, 105%, 110%, 115%, 120%, 125%. The data are retrieved from Bloomberg.

The strike price range here considered and employed in the optimization process constitutes the typical range used by practitioners: between 95% and 105% for the short put option, and between 90% and 100% for the long put option.

With regards to backtesting, the at-the-money volatility implied by the SPX option traditional on its starting date is employed as fundamental input. Additionally, other inputs are represented by all the data available at each of the starting date of the options the investor is selling and buying within the monthly rebalancing strategy.

Furthermore, options are assumed to expire on the third Friday of every month, consistently with SPX options traditional, and even if this kind of options have an A.M. settlement, for this study and specifically for backtesting computation, the settlement is assumed to be the at the day-closing index level.

2.3 Modeling the Volatility Skew
Starting from the at-the-money implied volatility level the entire volatility skew curve and the implied volatility levels corresponding to the various strike prices are derived. Then, the optimization target for every possible strike price combinations is computed. The Black-Scholes formula is employed to compute premiums and deltas.

More in detail, the fundamental basis for modeling the volatility skew is the relationship between the level of at-the-money implied volatility and the convexity of the curve. On the basis of the historical at-the-money implied volatility for the various strike prices, four different classes of volatility skew are obtained, in correspondence to four specific starting levels of implied volatility (Figure 2).

![Four Classes of Volatility Skews](image)

Figure 2. Four average volatility skew

To analyze the enhancement component, the target has been fixed as the probability weighted maximum profit to be maximized, while in the case of the protection component the focus is on the probability-weighted maximum loss target to be minimized. In particular, for the enhancement component, results are reported in Figure 3. Results show that with low ATM volatility the optimal strike price results to be slight ITM, consistently with high probability to have the put option expiring OTM, and so to reach the maximum profit. Instead, with high ATM volatility the optimal strike price results instead to be deep ITM, accordingly to low probability to have the
put option expiring OTM, and so to reach the maximum profit. Furthermore, there is a consistent adjustment in terms of greeks, resulting from the optimization model (Figure 4, panel (a) and (b)).

Figure 3: Enhancement component probability-weighted maximum return for four convexity classes (a) and relative surfaces (b)

Figure 4. Delta (a) and vega (b) surfaces of short put option (enhancement component) for four convexity classes; Delta (c) and vega (d) surfaces of protective put for four convexity classes
Referring to the protective component, represented by the long put option, the optimal strike price results to be deep OTM with low ATM volatility, while with high ATM volatility the optimal strike price configures at the ATM level, thus offering complete protection given high probability to suffer also the smallest loss (see Figure 5). Finally, a consistent adjustment in terms of greeks results from the optimization model (Figure 4, panel (c) and (d)).

![Figure 5. Protective component probability-weighted maximum loss for four convexity classes (a) and relative surface (b)](image)

2.4 Algorithm Building and Backtesting

Optimization target as probability-weighted maximum possible return is defined as follows:

- for $K_{short} < K_{long}$
  
  \[
  \left(-\frac{K_{short} + K_{long} + P_{short} - P_{long}}{100}\right) \left(|\Delta_{short}|\right)
  \]

- while for $K_{short} > K_{long}$
  
  \[
  \left(\frac{P_{short} - P_{long}}{100}\right) \left(1 - |\Delta_{short}|\right)
  \]

The model is translated into the final optimization algorithm as follows:

1) The ATM volatility, underlying asset price on starting date and risk-free rate are given as starting inputs for the optimization process.
2) A specific set of (three) coefficients is associated and the implied volatilities computed for the different strike prices considered.
3) The optimization target is computed in correspondence to all possible strike price combinations.
4) The strike price combination corresponding to the maximum value for the optimization target is selected.
5) Finally, the optimal strike prices as well as the corresponding implied volatility levels are returned as output.

It is important to note that the computation of the probability-weighted maximum profit is included also for short strike prices lower than long strike prices, and that consequently even these possible kind of combinations are included and tested.

However, the bear put spread, using as reference an equity index as underlying asset, never results the optimal choice if the aim is to maximize probability-weighted maximum return on the basis of the possible strike price and reference implied volatility levels used: the optimal strategy reveals always to be a bull put spread, finally in line with the aim to get the initial enhancement.

Consequently, the optimal result for maximizing probability-weighted maximum return is given always by short strike price higher than long strike price (as also confirmed by the backtesting procedure).

The algorithm backtest for optimal configuration of the strategy turns out to provide the following results:

1) With low ATM volatility (e.g. 10%), a slightly ITM short strike price and deepest OTM long strike price as $K_{short} 102\%$, $K_{long} 90\%$ ($\Delta 50.6\%$, $V -5.6\%$).
2) Then with medium-high ATM volatility (e.g. 21%), a short strike price becoming more and more ITM with increasing underlying asset expected volatility and a long strike price which remains the lowest possible as
$K_{\text{short}}$ 103-105%, as $K_{\text{long}}$ 90% ($\Delta$ 40.5%, V -2.7).

3) With very high ATM volatility (e.g. 35%), the short strike price configures as the highest possible and the long strike price results to offer complete protection given the high probability to suffer losses characterizing this regime, as $K_{\text{short}}$ 105%, $K_{\text{long}}$ 100% ($\Delta$ 9.5%, V 0.17).

3. Results

The optimization algorithm on historical monthly at-the-money implied volatility levels is used to derive the one-month return and to compare this return with the matching time frame return from the long position in the underlying asset.

The results of the backtesting procedure in terms of strike prices selection are reported in the Appendix (Appendix 1). Generally, the strike prices for the short put option determined by the algorithm applied on the starting levels of volatility to test, are between 102% to 105%, while the long strike prices are most of the time 90%. However there are some strike prices for long put option amounting to 100% and they are the ones corresponding to higher levels of at-the-money volatility, namely between almost 27% and almost 37%, that correspond to price movements happening in year 2011. This result is in line with the simulation analysis previously presented using standalone approaches.

When the at-the-money implied volatility is very high with respect to the average value, the probability to suffer a loss is high as well and so there is the need to protect also from small losses given the focus on probability-weighted maximum return. Figure 6 clearly shows the relationship between the S&P500 Index level and the ATM implied volatility. Drops in the index level correspond to expected volatility spikes, while rises in the index level correspond to at-the-money volatility drops.

![Index Level and ATM Implied Volatility](image)

**Figure 6.** Index level and ATM implied volatility

In correspondence to very high levels of at-the-money implied volatility (i.e. on the 19th August, 16th September, 21st October, and 18th November) the optimal strike prices selected by the optimization process result in a value of 100% for the long put option and a value of 105% for the short put option. For instance the highest level of at-the-money volatility coincides with the sharp drop in the index level occurring on 8th August 2011 that also affected global markets.

Furthermore, from backtesting analysis it emerges that in correspondence to those days of great volatility and low index levels, when stocks record a negative performance, the option strategy overperforms the underlying.

Moreover high levels of implied volatility correspond to an optimal strike price for the long put option of 90% while the best short strike price appears as the most in-the-money, namely the 105%, and progressively falls for lower implied volatility levels.

Figure 7 specifically displays the performance results for the long position in the underlying asset and the optimized strategy. Additionally we can observe that the strategy quite follows the underlying performance but performs better in case of drops in the index levels and also to be limited in upside potential when the level of volatility drops as well.
Actually in some situations the long position in the index slightly overperforms the strategy, typically characterized by a decrease in volatility and consequently an increase in index level realizing from the starting date of the position to the expiry date.

The underperformance occurs because the strategy proposed bounds the potential gains with respect to the long position in the underlying asset.

Despite this, the backtest shows that the strategy overall results to over-perform the long position in the index, as illustrated by performance indicator comparison reported in Figure 8. Results persist over time also in different market conditions, both in periods of high volatility (2011 crisis; second half of 2015) and low volatility (latest months of sample period).

![Figure 8. Performance indicators](image)

### 4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a strategy to enhance returns and protect in case of extreme market conditions. The optimization model presented is focused on the optimal strike prices combination that is selected on the basis of at-the-money implied volatility and convexity level. The optimization target is represented by the maximization of probability-weighted maximum portfolio return.

The model proposed allows the investor to build an effective strategy, as confirmed by the positive performance results of the backtesting. Furthermore, the investor has the possibility to constantly rebalance the suggested strategy on the basis of changed expectations on volatility. Indeed, the optimization allows also to adjust the delta exposure and the vega exposure according to market conditions.

The results show that it is overall possible to over-perform the underlying asset both in terms of returns and risk-adjusted returns, both in period of low and high volatility.

In a low volatility environment, selling the put option means to bet on a further decrease in volatility: the optimal strategy will be a slightly in-the-money short strike price, since the probability to have to pay the strike price on expiry, and a deep out-the-money long strike price that would allow the investor to be protected in case of rising volatility and falling prices.
Instead, in high volatility environment the short put option results to have a high strike price given that it is less probable that the investor will have to pay it. On the other hand, the long put option can be even configured for very high level of volatility with an at-the-money strike price in order to provide the maximum possible protection against a further increase in volatility.
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